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Severe Weather & Flood Outlook
Northwest
·

·

·
·
·
·
·

Another train of storms is expected to
race through the hard-hit areas of the
Pacific Northwest and British
Columbia, Canada, this week.
Thousands of residents have been
displaced, forced to ration gas and left
stranded due to destroyed roadways
after a powerful atmospheric river
created a once-in-500-year flood
event that devastated parts of
Washington state as well as British
Columbia last week.
At least five total fatalities were reported across the United States and Canada as rescuers
search through the rubble that was caused by over 10 inches of rain in places.
The first storm will arrive across the Pacific Northwest later in the day on Monday then slide into
the Intermountain West by Tuesday. Rainfall will likely arrive along the coast and in the western
portions of the region, including Seattle, and Vancouver, British Columbia.
By Monday night, rain is forecast to reach places like Portland and Medford, Oregon, along with
areas farther inland, like Spokane, Washington, and Kamloops, British Columbia.
Forecasters predict the second round will be the one to really watch out for. This storm will
unload heavy rain that could produce flooding and increase the risk of mudslides in the region.
"Multiple waves of moisture will lead to excessive rainfall in the Pacific Northwest later this
week into this weekend," said AccuWeather Storm Warning Meteorologist Dana Carron. The
storm could cause road closures and urban flooding.

Disaster Update
4611 Louisiana
·
·
·
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Louisiana residents impacted by Hurricane Ida’s destruction in August have a little more than a
week remaining to seek individual assistance from the Federal Emergency Management Agency.
The deadline for individuals and families to apply for federal aid for rental assistance, temporary
housing, home repairs, personal property losses and other disaster-related needs not covered
by insurance is Nov. 29.
To date, FEMA has approved 550,519 individual assistance applications, totaling over one billion
dollars.
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WSP USA Inspection Services Active Disasters
Disaster Number
and State

Disaster Type

Number of Counties
Declared

Days Since
Launch

Registration
Deadline

4607 MI

Severe Storms & Flooding

4 Counties

125

11/12/2021

4611 LA

Hurricane

25 Parishes

83

11/29/2021

4614 NJ

Hurricane

12 Counties

76

12/06/2021

4615 NY

Hurricane

9 Counties

76

12/06/2021

4618 PA

Hurricane

8 Counties

71

12/10/2021

4626 MS

Hurricane

8 Counties

27

12/22/2021
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